COSMIC TURNING POINT
On July 21, 1929
Cosmic Turning Point - the end of human willfulness. All that is hostile to the
Light, all that goes against the Divine Laws, will perish!
Men, you do not know all that is contained in these words, you have no idea of
how all-powerful the final happenings are which are activated through them now
with this Cosmic Turning Point. Mercury’s Wheel unrolls faster, ever faster,
finally at break-neck speed, tearing open the foundation of this earth defiled by
human guilt which has already trembled and shaken and torn down any obstacle
that arose through the conceit of wrong human volition.With iron fist destiny thunders at the gates of human souls so that they are startled
awake in fear and have to clear the way for the approaching storm of the new
Creation Day! Trembling, the blood-stained earth shakes in the labor pains of the
Light-willed, all-encompassing purification with the flames of the onrushing
Radiant Star. The Star brings the activation according to the Creation Law of the
Holy Judgment in the gross-material world as has been promised for a long time
and prepared in every way by the elemental helpers.
That the power of the Ray aglow with spirit of this great comet has to activate a
Judgment is only owing to human beings who, turned away from God in their
willfulness and selfishness, formed evil works which do not tolerate the purifying
Ray of the Light but will falter and fall into ruin. With the Radiant Star’s primal
power, the Cosmic Turning Point brings upliftment of this earth and its humanity
into the region in which it now belongs in accordance with the Law of the Divine
Will.This great Turning Point comes upon humanity when it is unprepared since it left
the God-willed course from which it is now worlds apart and has long since
become rigidified in putrid, dark self-will; for on earth, the cold intellect rules
which can no longer find connection with the spirit’s living Ray from above,
which alone could give it warmth and set it aglow. Thus, the products of the
intellect such as in technology, politics and economy, are cold and without life.
If men on earth were as mature in their spiritual development as they should be
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today, had they sought to observe all the laws in Creation, if mankind were not so
rigidified in their repulsive self-conceit and arrogant spiritual apathy, the
appearance of the Radiant Star in the great Cosmic Turning Point could become
mankind’s greatest hour thus far and bring only blissful joy, jubilant rapture, in
thankful veneration of the LORD Who sent it! The Turning Point of these worlds
would have brought humanity on earth more profound, living faith through
expanded recognition in the Light knowledge.
As it is, however, through God’s mercy, the only help possible for mankind in
their unrepentant obstinacy is…..suffering, for many it is damnation, if they will
not change and adjust themselves to the perfect Primordial Creation Laws which
bear the Will of GOD.Most men on earth not only do not have the slightest idea of the all-comprising
happening of the Cosmic Turning Point, but in rigid willfulness and childish
defiance, have built solid walls around their self so as to dream, inwardly closed
off, and as if paralyzed, toward the sleep of death.
That is why they now see the sword of the Light as an enemy instead of as the last
help of God’s unfathomable Mercy; for in their evil volition and selfish desires
they have turned away from the Light and have distanced themselves for a long
time already much too far from any possibility of spiritual comprehension owing to
the control of the progressively convincing, spirit-oppressing intellect which, in its
earth-bound all-rigidifying restriction, spans the entire earth.
The earthly intellect as it wrongly proliferated completely one-sidedly, whereas it
was meant to become only an executing tool for human spiritual volition, now
impairs all volition and was bound to end in cold rigidification. Without being set
aglow by the intuition’s pure volition the intellect must solidify; for the spark that
enlivens and warms the human intellect is alone the spirit!
However, for thousands of years already, the human spirit has been in a deep
sleep, so deep that he no longer is able even to distinguish between spirit and the
intellect. Because of his ignorance and under the control of the intellect, in blind
faith he fell, as an unsuspecting victim, into the tentacles of the erroneous ways of
the creeping Darkness.
Thus, many will succumb to the delusion of their indolent spirit and will not
awaken to the radiance of the Great New World Day; for the limitless dominance
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of the earth-bound intellect will not let them recognize the help of GOD in the
WORD as the last help.
I, however, say to you: The gate of help has fallen shut for those who reject!
There are only two kinds of intuitive sensations which you must experience now:
Joy or suffering, depending on an individual’s orientation.
In the Word of the Message you find the path and the power to ascend out of the
swamp of the darkened worlds onto healthy soil which no longer shakes as does
the earth which has sunk so low through the guilt of man.
Thus, for the majority of mankind the only way is that of suffering, for many it is
damnation, into which they must fall reciprocally through their hateful volition
and Light-averted activity if they will not resolve to change themselves at this
fateful hour; for the gate to help for those who reject has fallen shut!
Thus, the Cosmic Turning Point now is a holy happening. It brings help and
strength to everything that, striving for the Light in good volition, swings in the
Laws of God. Pain and suffering and finally the fall, however, to everything that
will not adapt itself to it as behooves the human spirit.
Poor, small human beings, such great things I gave to you, and how carelessly
have you toyed with them! The masses, however, have not paid any attention at
all to the Message from the Light in the self-delusion of their own greatness. All
of you will now prove your true self in the experiences of the Cosmic Turning
Point.
Through implacably severe suffering which strikes them reciprocally there will be
some who will still realize how wrong their thoughts and actions have been
hitherto and that true help lies far from their proud hopes, whereas the enemies of
GOD must perish in the pain of the Judgment Ray of Imanuel, which brings
retribution for all who seek feloniously to destroy the peace of the spirit so as to
arrogantly rule in the Darkness of lies. In the increased power of the Light,
however, and due to the intensification of their damnable arrogance, many turned
into hate-filled enemies of GOD and must now fall from the earthly throne of
borrowed power into the gruesome night of disintegration.
Therefore, woe to all who can no longer free themselves from the walls of their
fateful delusion; for they miss thereby the only way to salvation which they
forfeited because of their own plotting earthly pain and death of their fellow men.
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All self-delusion and clever deceit can no longer hide the reality which inevitably
comes into full effect pushing aside the obstacles of the clever intellect until
nothing can be sustained here on earth, as well as in the ethereal world, that
disturbs the God-willed upbuilding!
Already, screams of despair shrill throughout a humanity in despair. Man must
now experience all unfortunate delusion of vainglorious greatness of the dust-born
brain in bitter pain and suffering until he will finally rid himself of it and find true
humility in spirit or until he will perish in the Darkness of most terrible despair; for
in the final happenings the proud edifice of blood-thirsty greed for power will
collapse like a pile of dust. – Whatever adheres to it in word and deed will be
crushed!
For the way of the Message, however, the intensified power from the Holy Light in
the great Transformation brings victory by crushing all obstacles.Pain and suffering will have to squeeze you like a wine press squeezes the fruit,
and the light ray of the new sun will drink only the ripe juice of grapes!- Only
one who can continue to exist due to purity or maturity as a human spirit that was
tested through long-suffering, will be able, in personal unfolding, to help with the
upbuilding of the new Kingdom according to the Will of the Almighty Creator of
all worlds and, in blissful recognition, to get a glimpse of the greatness of His
eternal Wisdom; Of the greatness of God.
You, too, who know my Message are still far from being able to intuitively
perceive His true greatness! In the Word of Truth I gave you the seed of the
wondrous flower from which the flower of true humanness can grow if you
carefully guard and tend to it so that it will get stronger and grow in ardent
longing for the Light. All of you have the Word that I was able to bring you
through the unfathomable Mercy in the Love of God. However, there is hardly
one among you who has fully realized Its high meaning. And how far are you still
from the concept of jubilant service to the Light!
I will tell you the secret: Only he who joyfully abandons himself in the service for
the Light, fulfills the highest, self-conscious humanness wherein he gets an
inkling of the inconceivable greatness of God in personal experiencing so that he
can stand before Him blissfully as a human being. For only he who works
joyfully in the service to God, is regarded as a human being by the Light.
I spread the seed all around you in the Word from which the miracle flower
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human being can develop. And this miracle flower forms itself in the joyful
fulfillment of service in the Will of God which alone brings you paradisiac peace
in heavenly joys.
Under the protection of true humanness alone the living spirit seed can ripen into
the most beautiful blossom in the intuitive sensing of the Holy Greatness of God.
For man, the solution to the great spiritual mystery lies in his capacity for
intuitively sensing the Holy Greatness of God.Whoever has come this far, however, can no longer do anything but to jubilantly
and enthusiastically serve the Most High Ruler and LORD of all worlds. With
this, all faults and weaknesses which might hold him down, fall away from the
human spirit and he becomes new within through conquering his self in the
service to the Holy Light to which belongs his greatest love.
In the awakening of this pure blossom lies what is greatest and most beautiful for
man: the sweet fruit of spiritual maturity. However, you do not have this crown of
true humanness. In your small self-will you forfeit this most beautiful gift from
God! You have not reached the point of intuitively sensing the Greatness of God
because you have talked it down in your small earthly intellect. You talk too much
of God and His Holy Laws whereby you talk to death the concept of the Highest
Life for you. The Holiness can only be intuitively sensed by the human spirit for
your intellect has not been straightened out and purified to the point where it
stands silent, wretched and small before the inexpressible radiance of the clarity.
Speaking about it too much keeps your spirit from experiencing it. Yet, the Grace
of being able to intuitively sense the Holy Greatness of God makes man a human
being!
With the Word of God that I was permitted to bring, the Cosmic Turning Point
has now arrived. This turning point brings salvation and ascent of the spirit only
for those who in selfless service will make great efforts and try hard to atone for
their failures. In this way alone they will become new within, as Jesus said in the
Word: “Unless a man is born again he cannot see the Kingdom of God!”
Yet, all of this has been alien and incomprehensible to this humanity for a long
time already, since, in the original fall, they sinfully cut themselves off from the
ability to comprehend things of the spirit in submission to the unlimited rule of
the cold, rigidified intellect, which, as a light-blazing tool, is a servant to the
human spirit only if in the battle with the Darkness, it struggles for liberation and
deliverance from the bonds of heavy matter.
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The majority of mankind voluntarily remained so ignorant of all this in the great
Cosmic Turning Point which is now due; they do not know the Light-strengthened
Divine Laws in which the Final Judgment is fulfilled.
This brings helplessness and powerlessness to uprooted humans because they
became rigidified in self-will and obstinacy of the false old which grows ever
weaker and must perish as being useless for the new time. Their blind spiritual
eyes, however, are of no use for the new, so they scorn it. Through this, however,
all the solid walls collapse, which the cold earthly intellect had erected so as to
feel secure and protected against the finer radiations of the clear light which must
strike it painfully and confuse it more and more until it loses all support.
The Holy Power of the Almighty sweeps over the earth defiled through human
guilt, and the storm of the great purification soars with iron force across its
shaken, torn foundation! The annihilation of all enemies of God is a blessing for
the Light-striving humanity; for with them much of the troublesome evil of the
hate-filled Darkness falls away from the earth.
Elementally powerful is the happening I was permitted to prepare on earth in
accordance with the Almighty’s Light Order; for, with the Cosmic Turning Point,
it also brings liberation to all Light-striving creatures, and to the awakened spirit
it brings deliverance from the sphere of the heaviest Darkness!
I therefore joyfully welcome this hour of Holy Greatness which is now being
fulfilled in the Turning Point of this world for everything upon it! Praise, Honor
and Gratitude be to the Most Sublime in whose all-holy Power and Grace I was
permitted to prepare the unfathomable happening which gives rise to His new
Kingdom! Only GOD alone can create it through His Will, for in HIM alone are
the Life and the Power!
Amen
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